
MODULE 4 – DEVELOPING READING SKILLS 
 

Subject Code Title of the Paper Credits Per Semester Hours 

ELC 004 RS Developing Reading 1 24 
 Skills   

 

Course Description 
 
This intensive and extensive reading skill will introduce students to themes of contemporary 

social relevance through passages prescribed; extend the knowledge of these themes through 

further reading, making use of reference skills. This course segment will also enable the learner 

to use the knowledge gained from classroom and extended reading for different purposes such 

as participating in discussions and debates, writing up short assignments, reports, etc. 
 

Objectives 
 
To develop the reading skills required for rapid and precise understanding of written 

materials. 
 
To train students in close, critical reading of discursive as well as imaginative texts for 

interpretation, analysis, and evaluation. This involves 
 

 Understanding the underlying rhetorical organization of passages read; 
 Selecting information from passages for particular purposes – e.g. participating in 

discussions and debates, writing reports; 
 Evaluating the ideas/arguments developed in a passage; 
 Analyzing and evaluating plot, characters in short stories and one-act plays; 


 Using one’s knowledge, opinions and imagination to provide information related to that 

given in a passage – e.g. agreeing with or refuting the opinions expressed in the passage; 


 Responding to the purpose, tone, attitude, etc. in different types of writing through 
attention to devices used and drawing upon one’s previous knowledge; and 

 Comparing texts – stories, poems, newspaper/magazine articles, etc. – on similar 

themes.  
 

Content 
 
An anthology of reading passages, prose passages, poems, short stories, and one-act plays are 
selected and arranged by the course teacher concerned. The passages thus selected enable 
comparison in terms of theme, rhetorical structure, genre, etc. Exercises are prepared by the 
teachers on these passages to facilitate the development of the reading skills specified above. 
 

Some Task Types 

 
 Independent, silent reading of the passages by students followed by close questioning 

by the teacher in order to ensure an overall grasp of the passages. 
 Making notes on the passages, especially the expository ones, to show their rhetorical 

organization. 


 Drawing attention to rhetorical and figurative devices such as irony, satire, and humour, 
and requiring students to show adequate evidence from the text. 




 Comparing and contrasting two or three passages similar in genre (e.g. biographical 

essays, humorous essays) in terms of the author’s purpose, the kind of details included, 
devices employed, and their overall effect. 


 Using information found in the passages for different purposes such as arguing for or 

against a point of view, supplementing it with information from one’s own back-ground 
knowledge, evaluating the relevance of the information to the present situation.  

 

Student Learning Outcomes (SLO) 
 
At the end of this course the students will be able to understand the underlying rhetorical 
organization of passages read; select information from passages for particular purposes; do 
global comprehension tasks; identify specific issues through leading questions by the trainer; 
clarify the issues in groups through analysis, etc. 
 

Extensive Reading (Independent study) 
 
A wide range of poems, short stories, one –act plays, autobiographies, biographies, and novels 

appropriate to the difficulty level and interest of the students are made available to the learners. 

Freedom is given to the students to make their own choice of readers. From 10 -12 books are 

read by each student during the course outside the class. Continuous internal assessment of 

Extensive Reading is done through individualized oral interviews. The Extensive Reading class 

gives the trainer the opportunity to introduce to the learner various reading skills such as 

skimming, scanning, browsing related to their academic purposes and to develop in them the 

habit of silent and fast reading. 
 

Student Learning Outcomes (SLO) 
 
At the end of this segment the learner will be able to analyze and evaluate plot, characters in 

short stories and one-act plays; evaluate the ideas/arguments developed in a passage using 

one’s knowledge, opinions and imagination to provide information related to that given in a 

passage – e.g. agreeing with or refuting the opinions expressed in the passage; respond to the 

purpose, tone, attitude, etc. in different types of writing through attention to devices used and 

drawing upon one’s previous knowledge; comparing texts – stories, poems, 

newspaper/magazine articles, etc. – on similar themes. 

 


